
How to reach Delhi University!!!
From Airport:!!
- Take any Pre-paid / Radio taxi from Domestic Airport (22 km) to reach Delhi University 

Guest House, North Campus near Vishwa Vidyalaya Metro Station, which will cost 
around Rs. 400 - 500 (< Rs 400/- in Ola/Uber Cab).  
One can also travel by Metro. For that take a Metro Feeder bus outside the Domestic 
Terminal and it will take you to Airport Express Line Metro station (Aerocity) and after 
taking the metro de-board at New Delhi station. Walk towards yellow line station to 
board the train towards Samaypur Badli / Vishwavidyalaya and then de-board at 
Vishwavidyalaya metro station.  
Amount for metro ticket in Airport Express Line(Aerocity to New Delhi) would be: Rs 50/- 
Amount for metro token from New Delhi to Vishwavidyalaya would be: Rs 15/-!!

- To come from International Terminal (20 km), one can catch the metro from the 
terminal (T-3) at IGI Airport itself and follow the above mentioned route. One can also 
take a Pre-paid / Radio taxi, which will cost around Rs. 400 - 500 (< Rs 400/- in Ola/
Uber Cab).   
Amount for metro ticket in Airport Express Line(IGI Airport to New Delhi) would be: Rs 
60/- 
Amount for metro token from New Delhi to Vishwavidyalaya would be: Rs 15/-!!!

From Train Stations:!!
- To come from New Delhi Station (9.5 km), catch the metro (yellow line) going towards 

Samaypur Badli /Vishwavidyalaya to deboard at Vishwavidyalaya station; after exiting 
from Ajmeri Gate side (Platform 16). One can also take a taxi or an auto as per one’s 
convenience; which will cost < Rs 250/- for taxi and < Rs 100/- for an auto.  
Amount for metro token would be: Rs 15/-!!

- For coming from Old Delhi Station (5 km), either take a direct taxi (< Rs 250/-) or an 
auto (< Rs 100/-) to Delhi University Guest House, North Campus. Or take the metro 
(yellow line) from Chandni Chowk (nearest metro station from Platform 1) going towards 
Samaypur Badli / Vishwavidyalaya to de-board at Vishwavidyalaya station.  
Amount for metro token would be: Rs 12/-!!

- From Hazrat Nizamuddin Station (15.5 km), either take a direct taxi to Delhi University 
Guest House, North Campus or take a taxi (~ Rs 350 - 400) or an auto (< Rs 150/-) to 
the nearest metro station i.e. Jangpura or JLN Stadium. From these metro station, take 
the metro (violet line) going towards Mandi House / ITO and deboard at Central 
Secretariat metro station. Then change the metro (yellow line) going towards Samaypur 
Badli / Vishwa Vidyalaya to deboard at Vishwa Vidyalaya station.  
Amount for metro token from Jangpura / JLN Station would be: Rs 18/-!!!!



From ISBT (Bus Terminal):!!
- The nearest metro station from Inter State Bus Terminal (ISBT) is Kashmere Gate (4 

km) from which a direct metro can be taken for Vishwa Vidhyalaya, direction Samaypur 
Badli /Vishwa Vidyalaya. Amount for metro token would be: Rs 10/- 
One can take a taxi which will cost < Rs 200/- or an auto which will cost < Rs 70/-!!

- From Anand Vihar ISBT (16 km), the nearest metro station is Anand Vihar on blue line. 
Metro going towards Dwarka / Dwarka Sector-21 can be taken to reach Rajiv Chowk 
metro station and from there yellow line of metro can be taken going towards Samaypur 
Badli / Vishwa Vidyalaya to de-board at Vishwa Vidyalaya station. Amount for metro 
token would be: Rs 21/- 
One can take a taxi which will cost < Rs 400/- or an auto which will cost < Rs 160/-!!!!!

! ! ! ! ! Charges!!!
- Pre-paid Taxi (Black & Yellow Roofed) Charges: Rs 25/- for first Kilometer and thereafter 

Rs 14/- per Km for Non-AC taxis and Rs 16/- per Km for AC taxis for every additional 
Km.!!

- Radio Taxi Charges: Rs 40/- for first Kilometer and thereafter Rs 14/- per Km for Non-
AC taxis and Rs 16/- per Km for AC taxis for every additional Km. Ola/ Uber Cabs can 
be booked few minutes before the journey through their respective Google Apps.!!

- Auto Rickshaw Charges: Rs 25/- for first fall of 2 Kilometer and thereafter Rs. 8/- per Km 
for every additional Km.!!

- Metro Card Charges: Instead of metro tokens, one can also buy 1-day or 3-day card to 
travel in metro. Value of 1-Day Card: Rs 100 and Value of 3-Day Card: Rs 250. Smart 
Card is also available for unlimited period: Rs 200. 
Refundable Deposit: Rs 50/- payable at purchase (refundable on return of card).!!!

* Taxi & Auto charges will be 25% extra for night timings (23:00 - 05:00).!
** Only big bags are charged in auto/taxi.!!



Various routes are shown in the map below.!
!
!From Vishwa Vidyalaya Metro Station to International & DU Guest House!
!From Vishwa Vidyalaya Metro Station to Department of Physics & Astrophysics!!
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!!!!!
Map of Delhi Metro for reference.!
After reaching Vishwavidyalaya Metro Station (encircled in Black Colour) follow the path 
given in the above map to reach DU Guest House or Physics Department.!!!!


